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Is a certain vet detective about to become an endangered species?

It’s been over a decade since Jessica Popper spoke to vet-school friend Erin Walsh. So when Erin calls out of
the blue, Jess agrees to meet her. When Erin doesn’t show, Jessie begins to suspect that her old pal was
making a monkey out of her—until she learns that Erin was murdered.

Jessie can’t resist getting involved, but her sleuthing quickly pulls her into a jungle of suspects. Did Erin’s
husband, Ben, kill her – or was it the eccentric lizard-loving coworker with whom she may have been
monkeying around? Was Ben’s outrageously wealthy new partner trying to cover up some monkey business?
Or was it Erin’s ambitious boss, a distinguished primate specialist determined to remain top banana in her
field? With the killer going ape to stay hidden, even Jess’s animal instincts might not save her from a fate
more fatal than a barrel of monkeys.…
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From Reader Review Monkey See, Monkey Die for online ebook

Sissi Mise says

Excellent read

Julie Bowerman says

Reigning Cats and Dogs Mysteries are cute, fluffy reads. This one involves the murder of vet school
classmate Erin and may or may not have ended with Jessie's wedding to Nick. It was a good beach book.

Daniel says

I thought this one was good. I liked the characters on her suspect list. This author always has you guessing
until about halfway through the book. The zoo angle was different too, which I liked.

Barbara says

Cute book in the series. Enjoyed the focus on exotic animals I'm this one.

Jenny T. says

This is another story in the series featuring Long Island veterinarian, Jessie Popper. (Although if you are
trying to figure out the location references, the names of the Long Island towns have been changed.) Jessie
stumbles into a illegal animal smuggling business in this "light" mystery.

Nancy says

Continue to enjoy the series. Sometimes a little alike, but each book has focused on different things so you
also learn quite a bit about them.

Lori Whitwam says

This series just is what it is. Mobile house-call vet Jessica Popper. Lots of fun, familiar characters, plenty of
appearances by pets, and a decent story line. You can usually see all the plot points coming, if you're paying
attention, but when reading a cozy mystery, you're usually just letting your brain rest, be entertained, and
coast along.



Ladiibbug says

#7 Reigning Cats & Dogs mystery series (Vet/amateur sleuth Jessica Popper)

Jessica is awakened before dawn by a phone call from a vet school friend she hasn't heard from in ten years.
Erin urges Jessica to meet her immediately, as she has an urgent problem and needs Jessica's help. When
Erin is a no-show at the coffee shop, Jessica learns she's been murdered.

As always, Cynthia Baxter's cozy mystery series features lots of four legged, feathered friends as mobile vet
Jessica is drawn into a murder investigation.

I enjoyed reading a bit about zoos, including the history of zoos, and enjoyed encountering some very new to
this series animals (no spoilers, so I can't say more).

This book ends with a big cliff hanger as far as Jessica's personal life!

#8 Murder Had A Little Lamb - release date 10/27/09

Kristen says

This is another great Jessica Popper cozy in the Reigning Cats and Dogs series by Cynthia Baxter. While
Jessica's getting ready to marry Nick, a call from a friend from vet school calls her for help, before she's
murdered. It's up to Jessica to find out more about friend's life and work at the zoo, while dealing with exotic
animals and suspicions from an unexpected person. Shocking twists and turns. Though I skipped #5-6, which
I'll read later this year, I can't wait to read #8 next year, along with her new series.

Kari says

Two weeks before her wedding, Jessica gets a call form an old vet friend...on the day she dies. Investigations
uncover an illegal exotic pet smuggling business.

Megan says

any book with a monkey on the cover can't be too bad :) kinda reminded me of a stephanie plum
novel...some funny moments and a fast read...

Elaine says



I am loving this fun book. It's about a veterinarian detective . . . which is right up my alley! I love the
author's description of all the animals and the silly things they do while the main character is trying to solve a
murder. It is quite enjoyable to read it while I'm munching on my pumpkin cookies!


